THE COMPUTER MUSEUM IS THE WORLD'S PREMIER MUSEUM DEVOTED TO PEOPLE AND COMPUTERS. COME EXPLORE MORE THAN 170 UNIQUE, INTERACTIVE EXHIBITS.
"There's no better place than The Computer Museum to engage children in innovative computer activities which foster learning." - Boston Parents Paper

"The folks at The Computer Museum have always had a knack for making computers understandable." - Boston Globe

"Don't miss this place. While youngsters love the place, parents may have even more fun." - Washington Times

www.tcm.org The Computer Museum Network brings the interactivity and educational resources of the Museum to the Web.

internet Travel around the Internet and explore "Cyberspace" in the Networked Planet™.

best Boot up 50 exceptional educational software titles for kids 2-12 that inspire creativity and discovery.
interactivities
HELP A ROBOT CHEF
MAKE A SANDWICH
OR TAKE A GUIDED TOUR DURING LIVELY LEARNING ACTIVITIES OFFERED DAILY.

robots
SAY "HELLO" TO R2-D2® AND BRING TO LIFE A WORLD OF REAL ROBOTS AND "SMART MACHINES."

virtual reality
NAVIGATE VIRTUAL WORLDS ON VR BIKES, CARS AND PLANES.

history
TRAVEL THROUGH TIME TUNNELS TRACING TODAY'S PERSONAL COMPUTERS BACK TO THEIR GIANT ANCESTORS.

store
DISCOVER UNIQUE ITEMS FOR PEOPLE WHO LOVE COMPUTERS.
SHOP IN PERSON:
300 CONGRESS STREET
BOSTON, MA
BY PHONE:
(617) 426-2800 x307
AT THE WEBSTORE:
WWW.TCM.ORG/STORE

services
MEMBERSHIP:
(617) 426-2800 x432
MEMBERS@TCM.ORG
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS AND PARTIES:
(617) 426-2800 x340
EVENT@TCM.ORG
COMPUTER CAMPS:
(617) 426-2800 x433
OVERNIGHTS:
(617) 426-2800 x434

information
THE COMPUTER MUSEUM
300 CONGRESS STREET
BOSTON, MA 02210
INFORMATION:
(617) 423-6758
OFFICES:
(617) 426-2800
WEB ADDRESS:
WWW.TCM.ORG

access
PARKING:
PLENTIFUL PARKING AVAILABLE. DISCOUNT PARKING AT THE FARNSWORTH STREET GARAGE, TWO BLOCKS EAST OF THE MUSEUM, WITH VALIDATION.
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION:
5 MINUTES FROM SOUTH STATION
MULTILINGUAL AUDIO TOURS AVAILABLE
WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBILITY

hours
WINTER:
TUES-SUN, 10AM-5PM
CLOSED ON MONDAYS
EXCEPT DURING HOLIDAYS, SUMMERS, AND BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOL VACATIONS.
SUMMERS:
DAILY, 10AM-6PM

admission
MEMBERS:
FREE
ADULTS:
$7.00
CHILDREN, STUDENTS, & SENIORS:
$5.00
CHILDREN 2 & UNDER:
FREE
GROUPS:
CALL (800) 370-CHIP FOR INFORMATION

"If you're confused about what the Information Highway is and how it works, this fascinating exhibit is an innovative way to learn about it. Two thumbs up for the Networked Planet." -BOSTON GLOBE

"The Walk-Through Computer ..."loaded with educational bells and whistles." -WIRED Magazine ..."A FANTASTIC VOYAGE" for the '90s." -POPULAR SCIENCE